CHRISTIAN TOREN

Dr. Christian Toren von Lähr, Msc.D. is a Master
Clairvoyant, with 5 decades of professional expertise in the
esoteric arts and wisdom. He is distinguished as a
Clairvoyant, and is in particular an expert on both the
Nature Kingdoms, and the various spiritual realms of
existence. He is noted for his unique ability to demonstrate
and prove the existence of life in other dimensions.
Called affectionately “the Hardest Working Psychic in
America,” Christian Toren is particularly noted for his
astonishing accurate ability to see and diagnose health
conditions in the body – he is an eyes-open (aka 3-D)
Clairvoyant Medical Intuitive. His medical scans provide
insights on every part of the body, head-to-toe, AND, he
provides it from birth to the present – this allows him to
achieve his much-touted diagnostic assessments, and
remedies. Dr. Christian Toren von Lähr, Msc.D. has
counseled over 2,000 psychologists and psychiatrists, and
countless thousands in other medical modalities and fields.
Situated in the Hollywood area of Los Angeles, he has had unique access to the media elite,
providing counsel and enlightenment. He is already scheduled throughout 2016 as a radio and
live television guest, both in the Hollywood scene, and nationally. He has counseled America’s
most notable corporate giants, Fortune 500 companies, and even foreign governments.
Christian Toren combines his charismatic speaking style and past training expertise with
authoritative writing skills to author many books and articles, and to deliver national
seminars and workshops. He current national 2016 speaking offerings include:
1. The provable existence of the Angelic and Nature Spirit Kingdoms of Life,
2. The journey of consciousness which he has titled “Sojourn of the Numinous,” and his
ever-popular
3. Unlocking the Soul Mate Mystery.
Christian Toren’s distinction has been exemplified with an applied gift of Master
Clairvoyance, which includes mediumship, psychism, medical clairvoyance, claircognizance,
mentorship and spiritual counseling. Christian Toren brings these [demonstrable] skills to all

of his appearances. He describes himself is as a comprehensive problem solver, not an
entertainment venue.
Christian Toren founded the television series, "Messenger," which develops provable
experiences of the consciousness in many realms of existence. The program accomplishes
its demonstration of consciousness expressed through [embodiments] in informative and
demonstrative media formats:
•

Film documentaries of interesting ancient locations of spiritual influence in the
world

•

Biopics of notable speakers and authors on metaphysical subjects and world
mysteries
Live on-site demonstrations of life in, and influence from, other realms of life
Celebrity live interviews with exploration of their personal metaphysical
experiences

•
•

This ability to make the fundamentals of spiritual existence provable by demonstrating real,
visible proof substantiates his standing as America’s Master Clairvoyant.

He currently

teaches a course SOAR, Master Clairvoyance Development to bring this expertise to new
gifted psychics.
Christian Toren has worked in 25 countries. He is a frequent national media guest appearing
on the luminary of New Age radio programming, "Coast to Coast AM Radio," and the
broadcasting networks of NBC, ABC, CBS and Fox. His featured segments have been heard
world-wide on radio, broadcast television, cable and satellite networks. Appearing at major
psychic expositions nationally, he draws truth seekers from every corner of the globe who
desire a personal experience.

Christian's literature is sought-after for its well-researched and informative content:
•
•
•
•

If You Could Only See ... A Gnome's Story — in 2006
Seeing and Sensing Gnomes ... Hey Looky Hea'h — in 2007
The Magic of Gnomes and Leprechauns ... It's Natural — in 2008
Magical Powers and Mystical Beings ... Anyone For Jinn? — in 2009

Dr. Christian Toren von Lähr, Msc.D. is an executive producer of programming,
Telos Network I Mind Body Spirit TV.

